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SYLVIE COHEN

& FRANCOIS COTINAUD,
'YO M' ENAMORI' ,

MUSIVI 008.

Yo M'enamori D'un Aire/Por La Tu Puerta Yo Pasi/Axerico/Hija Mia 

Mi Querida / Puncha Puncha / Koriezdeki / Mis Amigos Me Dan

Esperanza / Yo Hanino Tu Hanina / Por  Que Llorax Blanca Nina /

Avre Tu Puerta Cerrada / Tres Hermanicas Eran / Paxaro D'Hermozura /

Morenica A Mi Me Llaman / Yo M'enamori. 50:40.

Cohen, p; Cotinaud, ts, ss, October 1999, no place of recording listed.

There is a limited, though rich tradition of Sephardic Jewish music, although

its simple melodies and harmonies are not easily adaptable to Jazz improvisation.

Sephardic Jews make up a substantial portion of world Jewry (especially in Israël)

and are identified mostly with their Spanish and often North African roots. Their

music typically has an identifiable ring, one tinged with Mid-Eastern sounds. While

Sephardic melodies have even found their way into classical compositions, they are

best described as ethnic or folk tunes, with lovely if unsophisticated lines.

Pianist Sylvie Cohen and saxophonist François Cotinaud have taken twelve

traditional Sephardic melodies and performed them with slight variations, and with

just a touch of  improvisation and syncopation to make them theirs. The mournful

tunes reflect the yearning and hope of  a persecuted people not ready to abandon

individual dreams of fleshly passion and spiritual salvation. The lyrics (printed in the

leaflet but not sung on the recording) speak to unrequited love and spurr ied

emotions, perhaps an allegorical reference to cosmological conundrums or perhaps

to be understood literally, or perhaps both. (Example : "I had become enamoured of

air, the air breathed by a very beautiful woman, but the moonlight misled me. If I

ever fall in love again, it will be by daylight, in the sunlight." Right on!)

The Jazz element is minimal, and this is probably as close, stylistically, to New

Age or even light classical as it is to Jazz. While you may hear some Kenny G in the

way the saxophone is played, the melodies stand by themselves and offer centuries

of wisdom wrapped in bittersweet lyricism.

Steven Loewy


